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MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY OF MOLYBDENITE AT 
DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES
By AJIT KUMAR DUTTA
ABSTRACT. The cliauuigiietir anisotropy and one of the principal MiMupiihilitics 
molybdenite crystals have been measured from 700 'K dtiwii to So" K. A( low Unipotaltms, 
the anisotropy tends to beeomc inclepcMidenl of the tempei at me and at hi^h tempeiatuuw its 
variaticm tends to obey aj^proximaUlv the Cmie law. Ihum the nature of the variation ol 
the anisotropy with tempeiature and the eonsideratioiis of it^  stiuelnu^ the pieseme of 
metallic electrons havlii^  ^ tlu ir motions restriited aloiiy, the basal plane lias been conehaU d. 
An attempt has been made to study the behaviour of tln se Ueetnais in tlu' li)j:bl of modern 
thCorelieal itivesti|y;atir ms.
I N T R t) n n C T 1 n N
Molybdenite crystal belonL;.s to the bexai.;()nal system and ocenrs in the 
form of a thin flake parallel to the basal plane, b'rom the consideration of its 
structure it has been decided (Ilullj^reii, 10.3*1) that the binding between tlie 
tnolybdenum and suli>hur atoms in it are essentially of the co-valent tyf)e ; bnt 
the exact nature of the bonds that arc formed along the ba.val plane is diflicull 
to ascertain. The inlcralomic distances observed along that plane d(j nut 
support the presence of ionic liindings. Workers on stereo-chemistry however, 
suggest the pfeseiice of ]>onds of paitially metallic cliaracter. 'Hiis view 
receives further support from its metallic lustre airin.u. tlic cleavage planes, 
metallic reflection fiom its surface (0001) (Col)lenl/. ami Kahler, lyip-co) and 
from its appreciable electrical conductivity along this plane. Moreover, molyb­
denite liciiig a semiconductor the presence of free electrons in it does not 
appear iitii robable. The presence of free elections having their mobility restrict­
ed along a plane should cause an enhanced amount of diamagnetism at right 
angles to that plane.
The magnetic measurements on moly])denilc single crystals (jpdd) showed 
that whereas its susceptibility along directions in the basal plane, , has the 
\alue -4 4 .3  X to"® per gram, mob, the suceplibihly along tie  hexagonal axis, 
Xh, is about - S y . j  x to” ® per gram, mob /.c., the anisotropy is about 72 per cent. 
Thus our alTove conjecture receives much sti]>port from this finding. Now it 
seems proper to extend tliese measurements to various other Icmperalurcs, hcdli 
liigh and low  ^ since it is known that the free-electron-susccf)tibility is exticindy 
temperature sensitive. The present paper gives an account of these measure- 
nients.*
K X P K R I M E N T A h
Since the difference between the two susceptilnlities is easier to measure 
accurately than either of them separately, measurements have been made of the 
anisotropy Xiu ^he smaller of the two susceptibilities \'i, at different
temperatures.
* A preliuiinary report of these measurements was publi.sJjed in Nature^  156, 19/^ 5,
27
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" Before describing the actual measureincuts at low temperatures a brief 
description of the cryostatic arrangemen t for attaming any desired temperature 
between room temperature and So'* K  will be given. The arrangement is quite 
similar to that designed in this laboratory by Dr. A . Bose (1940). It is of the 
gas flow type. The flow chamber of the cryostat is a cylindrical double-walled 
coiJper vessel closed at both ends. It is made of thin sheet of copper and is kept 
inside a cylindrical Dewar vessel. The gas flow chamber contains a large 
number of thin copper discs perforated l>y small holes, the planes of the discs 
being al right angles to the axis of the cylinder. The discs are arranged in 
such a way that the holes in tlie consecutive discs are not in a line, so that the 
flow of the gas is turbulent and hence a thorough interchange ol heat between 
the gas and the cryostat is f>btained. '1 he large mass of copper cmplo5ed 
ensures a steady temperature, and due to large conductivity of copper there is 
very little teni))ciaturc gradient. Through a hole along the axis of the di.se is 
inseiled a thin walled cojiper tube in which is kept the specimen whose properties 
arc being .studied, '['he sjtace between the double walls of the coi>per chamber 
! S  connected to a mercury manojneter and constituted a constant volume air 
thenuoiuetcr. Any change iu the volume of air in this chamber due to tempera- 
lute change in the cryostat operates a sensitive relay which Controls the pump 
snitplyiug the cold air flowing through the cryostat. In actual practice, liquid air 
is sucked at an adjustable rate directly into the cryostat and the desired tempera 
ture kept steady within 0.1 may be obtained.
The measurements of the magnetic anisotropy were made by the usual 
'torsional method. The cry.stal is suspended inside the coiqrcr tube of the 
cryostat, with its basal plane vertical. 'I'he sustJcnsiou for the crystal consists 
of two parts. The upper part is a fine quartz fibre, which has been calibrated 
previously and the lower i)arl is a thick glass fibre, sufficiently stout in compari- 
sion with the quartz, fibre to be regarded as rigid. The whole length of the quartz 
fibre is above the cryostat, and is practically at room temperature all the time, 
so that its torsional constant is independent of the temperature of the cryostat. 
The whole cryostatic arrangement is placed between the flat pole pieces of a large 
electro-magnet, so that the crystal remains in the centre of the field, 'fhe upper 
end of the quartz fibre is attached centrally to the pin of a graduated torsion head. 
The torsion-head is initially adju.sted so that when the crystal takes up its natural 
orientation in the magnetic field, namely with its basal plane along the field, 
the torsion of the fibre iszeto. If the torsion head is now slowly rotated from 
this position there will come a stage when the equilibrium of the crystal in the 
field becomes unstable and the crystal suddenly turns. The field strength and 
the dimensions of the fibre have been so adjusted that the total angle by 
which the torsion head has been rotated from its initial position, is always more 
than 3 or 4 rotations of the toision head. The anisotropy Xi~X» per K™* *nol, 
wnll then be given by the a)>proximate relation ;
U) Mi'nsurcmenls of Anisotropy al l.oiv Temperatures
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V  - V  CX* - i p «<• - (i)
where m and M are the mass and molccnlar weight of the crystal respectively, 
H is the field strength and C is the torsional constant of the fibre.
I he temperature of the cryostat is ntcasured with a copper constantan 
thermo-couple, one junction of which is inside the crystal chamber, just below 
the crystal, and the other is kept at the temperature of nie]linp, ice. The tllermo. 
couple is calibrated by keeping the latter junction at the tcnii)eralure of melting 
ice and the former junction at four different temperatures covering the range 
within which the magnetic measurements arc to be made,
[ii) M c a s u j c m n i t s  oj  A}tiso(rot>y al  h i g h  T n i i p n a t u r c s
For the high temperature ineasuiements the crystal is sust)cnded inside a 
large-sized tube of iingla/ed porcelain, closely wound on the outside with 
'^nichrome'' wire, over which is rolled tightly a thin sheet of asbestos. Hy 
■ sending a steady electric current tlirough tb.e wire, the tcmpcratine inside can be 
maintained al any desired value up to about Soo'^ ’C, Over the layer of asbestos 
there are a number of sheets of mica and over which there is an outer jacket for 
the circulation of cold water. 'J‘he arrangement of water-circulation is for 
protecting the pole-pieces of the electromagnet from the influence of the high 
temperature. The tcmjieraturc inside the chamber is maintained fairly steady.
The temperature is measured l>y a copper constantan thermo-couple, one 
junction of which is hilroduced inside the heating chamber through its bottom 
and is kept ju.st below the crystal, while the other junction is at the temperature 
of the melting ice. The thermo-couple is calibrated as liefore by keeping the 
latter junction at 0 "C  and the former successively at four different steady tem­
peratures covering the range of tcmperalnre required for lliis investigation.
The suspension of the crystal consists of two parts; the upper one is a fine 
quartz fibre as before which has been kept at the room temperature by means of 
water circulation; the lower one is now a thin copper wire to the lower end of 
which Is tied rigidly the crystal with its basal plane vcrlicah The copper wire 
stands the high temperature better than the sloul glass fibre used in low tempera­
ture measurements, and the use of cements for attaching the aystal is also thus 
avoided. The wire does not show any anisotropy. The method ol measure­
ments are the same as in the case of low temperature.
(Hi) Measuremenf of X\
In view of the small value of Xo '*ind its sensitiveness to small traces of 
impurities which are usually present in natural crystal of inolydenite, and the 
uncertain temperature variation of the disturbing effect of the impurities, much
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accuracy on the uieasurenients of Xi cannot be claimed. The measurements 
of Xi were made by the quartz torsion balance deviced by Dr, A , Bose for his 
measurements on paramagnetic crystals- Tt consists of quartz fibre stretched 
horizontally between a graduated torsion-head and a metal chuck. At the middle 
of this fibre is attached a light glass blance-beam at right angles to the fibre, A  
small vertical mirror is attached jusk over the mid-point of the beam. Any dis­
placement of the beam can be observed from the mirror by lamp and scale 
arrangement. A small mica damping vane has also been attached to the beam. 
From one end of the beam is suspended the crystal system. The lower portion 
of the suspension <;onsisls of a stout glass fibre in low temperature measurements 
and a copper wire in case of high temperature measurements, the central portion 
is of quartz fibre and the upper portion a small length of a glass rod, the upper 
end of which has been bent into the form of a hook so that the whole system can 
be sue]jended from the balance beam. In the present measurements the suspen­
sion system has been attached rigidly with the balance beam by means of shellac. 
The length of the suspension .system is so adjusted that the crystal which has 
been attached to the glass rod or the cop()er wire with basal plane vertical always 
remains within the cryostat or the heating chamber, in a non-homogeneous 
magnetic field the gradient being in a vertical direction. Small aluminium and 
copper riders arc placed at the other end of the beam until the beam becomes 
horizontal. When the field is switched on the crystal after taking u]> its natural 
setting position will move vertically along the gradient of the field. The result­
ing displacement of the beam can be very accurately observed by the laifip and 
scale arrangement. By rotating the torsion head, the beam and with it the 
crystal can be brought back to their original positions. The angle of torsion 
necessary for this purpose is evidently proportional to the susceptibility of the 
crystal. The room temperature value of the susceptibility being previously 
known, the values at any other temperatures cart be extrapolated by simply 
observing tire angle of torsion necessary at that temperature to bring the crystal 
back to its original position.
R 15 S U L T vS
The results of these rueasurements are shown in Table I and II . These 
values are the mean of a number of observations taken with crystals from 
different specimens. The magnetic susceptibilities are expressed in E-M.C.G.S. 
units. From the tables it is evident that while Xi ~X«> the magnetic anisotropy 
changes consrderably from the highest to the lowest temperature, the variation 
ofXii. the susceptibility perpendicular to the principal axis, within the same 
range of temperature is extremely slow. These results are show n diagrameti- 
Cally in Fig. I,
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C O N v S i D E R A T l O N  OK T H E  S T R U C T U R E  OK 
M O L Y B D E N I T E
Molybdenite is a hexagonal crystal, with perfect basal cleavage. The 
lliolybdeimm and sulphur atoms in it are arranged in parallel layers, each layer 
of inolydenuni atoms being saudwitched between two layers of aulphdr atoms 
and these three layers form a composite layer by the repetition of which the whole 
structure is built. The various interatomic distances ate represented as follows
Mo“ Mo“*3-i 5 A.U* S “ S * 3'iS A.U, Mo■“ 8 *2 .4 1 A.Ui
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and the distance between the two coini.usite parallel layers of molybdenite has 
been found to be 3.66 'i'he large distance between the adjacent layers
shows that the binding between them is extremely loose and is probably of the 
Van dcr, Waals tyi)e. The binding between Mo and S has heen proved to 
of the covalent type (Hultgren, J o e .  c i l . ) .  Hut the bindings along the directions 
parallel to the basal plane seem to be of a partially metallic character. This 
view is supported by the metallic lustre of the cleavage face, appreciable elec­
trical conductivity along directions parallel to the basal ))lane and the metallic 
reflection from its surface (/cc. 6(/.). The interatomic distances along the basal 
plane also lends support to this view. The presence of metallic binding along 
directions in the basal plane postulates the existence of a free election gas 
having the motion of the electrons restricted along phines perpendicular to the 
hexagonal axis of the crystal. Consequently we should expect a temperature 
sensitive diamagnetic contribution perpendicular to the basal plane.
The diamagnetic properties of this crystal has recently been studied in 
this laboratory (19.^4). The susceptibility per gram molecule of the crystal 
perpendicular to the hexagonal axis, x«* is about -/14.3 x lo"*'. On the other 
hand, the susceptibility along the hexagonal a.xis, x«, is about - 8 7 .1  x ro“ *, i . e . ,  
the anisotropy is about 73 per cent. Thus the diamagnetic anisotropy is direct­
ed along the hexagonal axis of the crystals. The numerical value of the 
anisotropy, which maybe taken to be equal to x « “ Xi, and which will be 
denoted by Xo appears to be the coutrilmtioii from the mobile electrons iu^nolyb- 
denitc, having their^nobility restricted along the basal plane only.
T E M V  It R T u k V A R I .M  1 O N () F T H E  A N 1 8 U T R O 1> Y
The values of (xII ~ X i) per sm. mol. of molybdenite at dillercut tcinpera- 
ures have been plotted against the reciprocal of the temperature in Fig. 2.
F ig. a
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It is observed that at low teiiipei aturcs, the anisotropy tends tp reach the tem­
perature independent value of -4 8  x 10” " per gm. mol. and at high tempcratiircs
it tends to reach asymptotically the value Xtf="Xn” \. ~ V n n u  the
nature of variation of the anisotropy with leiiiijerature, it seems that the magnetic 
anisotropy in molybdenite is a diamagnetic contribtitit>ii from the frce-clectrons 
that might be present in it. Consequently it seems worthwhile to study the 
l^ehaviour of these electrons in detail after the method dcveloi)ed by ( languly 
and Krishiiau (1941) in their investigations of the . diamagnetic susceptibilities 
of graphite.
F R K K n  b  Iv C T R O N  S V  ^  C H  P T  f II I b 1 T Y I N  M O  b Y  h 1 ) F  N 1 T H
Landau has shown that iVee-elections should have besides their si)iu 
paramagiietisiii an appreciable amount of diamagnetism also and the numerical 
value of the diamagnetic susceptibility should be one third that of the paramag­
netic one. At a temperatures very much lower than the degeneracy temjjerature, 
To> the diamagnetic susceptibility (xJ./ is given by
(2)i X e ) d =  -  per Kram aloni
2 k  I q
And at a temperature T ° » T o
(  ^ _  n -N f i - l^ er gram atom (3)
where n is the nimiber of free electrons per atom, N, the Avoradro number and 
the rest of the symbols have their usual significance. Stoner (1935) has further 
shown that when T  <  <  To
(x).)./=
and when T  >  >  To
V.
I - 6 . 11 X 10 "” per gram atom
fXf)rf =  - - - ^ - " | i - 3.23 10 y*! per grafim atom
(4)
(5)
where V q is the maximum kinetic energy of the electrons in the completely 
degenerate state.
Now from fig. 2 ,  it is seen that at very high temperatures the susceptibility 
Xe “ X« ~ X l tends to reach asymptotically the value
— per gram mol.
But from (3) (X«)a
Xc*=
per gram atom.
3feT T
Comparing these two relations we find n  to be equal to 0.3. Taking 
M0S3 to be a complex atom, this means that, 0*3 electrons are free per Mo*S* 
atom. Also considering (4)'we still get n to be equal to 0.3.
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Again from fig. 2 we find that al low temperatures tends to reach the 
temperature independent value of —4 8 x 10 '®  per gram molecule. Thus from 
(2), n and {Xc)a being known, To comes out to be about iioo'^K. I?rom these 
observations it can i>e said that the observed electronic susceptibility of moly­
bdenite is the same as the siisccj)tibility of a free-electron gas having an electron 
density of 0.3 per atom and a degeneracy temperature of about iioo^'K. The 
full line curve in fig. 3 is the theoretical curve of such an electron gas di*awn 
according to the Stoner's liquation c ii ,)^  'I'he straight line represents the
2,k 1
, wluch the theoretical curve tends to reach at high tem­
peratures. It will be seen llidt the experimental values represented by circles 
lie close to tlie curve.
F ig . 3
lu the above discussions 11b account has been taken of the effect due to the 
lattice fields which is generally very difficult, except, for the case dealt by Mott
a n d  Jones. (1936),/.c., when the surfaces of constant energy in k^space form a
family of similar ellipsoids. For the present case, we shall proceed in asimilar 
fashion, taking the magnetic field to be along the Z-axis of the energy ellipsoid. 
The diamagnetic susceptibility along the Z-axis may then be expressed as
follows:
at high temperatures, T » l ‘o
and at low temperatures T « T o
2/v’T o(x.Vd =
“ i “ -2 per grain atom
])cr gram atom
(6)
(7)
wliciL « „  represent the ratio of the actual to eOeclive mass of the electrons for
motion along the .r-.v plane and «,that for motion in the perpendicular dhec-
tions. Now. comparing (6) with the actual relation which the susceptibilities 
satisfy at IurIi temperatures i . c .  comparing.
(X.:)'rf= with
we gel ti«,«*=o.3 -
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In view of tlie conclusion already obtained, the obvious solution that we get is
<Xj~0(2=I ... {(j)
If we now calculate the degeneracy tempevatme of a free election 
gas having 0.3 electrons pqr atom which has not been inlluenced by i Ik- effect of 
the lattice field, according tq the usual relation
i v = : -  =  '!■ ,-( f V
k 2 n i k \  8jt / (10)
where the various symbols have their usual significance, we get T „ ” i,iooo“K 
approximately. But the degeneracy lemporatuie which has been ob.scrvcd 
actually is about 1100“ K. Tt is however known that the effect of the lattice 
field is to change the degeneracy temperature as follows
T 'o = T o (a ,a ,a J^  ... ( ,,)
where T'(j is the degcueiacy teinperalurc iiiider tlic* iiillneiice of the lattice field 
and To tliat \vithoi\t Uie field. Thus we have
110 0 —14000
since oCitXo — i
a . a nw'e have - -(13)^^ (r:.)
which indicates a high eccentricity for the ellipsoidal surfaces of constant energy 
in K-space, being much elongated in directions perpendicular to the C-axis, tlicir 
common axis being along the C-axis of the crystal.
Thus from the above considerations wu see that the effective mass of tlie 
electrons for motion at right angles to the basal plane is enormous wliile that 
along the basal plane is just the actual mass. All these findings j>oint to the fact 
that the mobility of these electrons is effectively restricted only in planes parallel 
to the basal surface,
1.) I A M A O N K T 1 C A N T  O 'J' R () P Y I N M O J, Y 15 D V) N I T T5—A 
C O N T R 1 I5 U T I O N  P R O M  T H E  ‘OVJU<-  
L A P P I N O’ L  K C T R O N 8
If we now consider the nature of the Brillouin /one for this structure we 
find that there is a Zone which can accommodate all the valency electrons per 
atom in it 6 per atom, since electron atom ratio of MoSo is 6) bounded by
planes (2j i ,o) and (ooo,6), which are planes of large energy discontinuity. It is
The dia-a hexagonal prism wdlh its axis along V' of height - and side— —r
 ^ 3
magnetism is then to be attributed to the few electrons that overlap beyond this 
Zone, /.c. whose Fermi surfaces extend slightly beyond the planes of eneigy 
discontinuity." Since the planes bounding the Brillouin Zone are jdanes of large 
energy discontinuity causing the overlap to be very .small and since these planes 
occur symmetrically with respect to the origin, it is j^ossiblc to regard the over­
lapping electrons as forming a number of ellipsoidal distribution in k-space having 
the origin still at the centre.
From the nature of the Brillouin Zone and in view of the small value of 
it is evident that the band width in the direction of the principal a? i^s is very
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small i.c. electrons can take up all permitted values k,* Similarly it is evident 
that along directions in the basal plane very high values for either <Xj or exj is not 
possil)Ie. Thus the electrons along the basal plane behave as though they are 
free, wheieas at right angles to the plane their motion is highly restricted*
R X P h A N A T r 0 N F O R T H E  A B vS E N C E 
S r  I N-P A R A M A G K E T I S M
OF T H E
Normally the spin paramagnetism should predominate over the diamagne­
tism of the fiee electrons except when i  is very great causing the spin 
paramagnetism to he insignificant* But according to our previous findings 
=  However an exi)Ianation of the type offered by Ganguli and
Krishnan (1941) iji the case of graphite is also applicable here for explaining the 
absence of any spin of the free electrons at ordinary temperatures. It can be 
assumed that each of the energy levels are either occupied by an electron pair 
of opposite spins or not occupied at all. In the occupied levels the energy of 
the coupling between tlie sinii-niomeiits may be assumed to be large in compari­
son with the energy corresponding to temperatures ordinarily attainable. Thus 
the spins remain balanced for ordinary temperatures. If in addition, the 
occupied energy levels are so closely spaced that they may be regarded as almost 
continuous, the energy of distribution will be practically the same as when the 
spin-spin colliding is absent. The coupling will not therefore affect llie diama­
gnetism of the electron gas and the Icinpcraturc variation of the diamagnetism 
will be in accordance with the tlieory postulated for the purpose. Whtm the 
temperature of the electron gas is very high—so high that the corresponding 
energy attains a value sufficient to cause the dissociation of the components of a 
j r a i t  of electrons with opposite spins. Above this temperature the diamagnetism 
is expected to be completely masked by the spin-paramagnetism.
In conclusion the author wishes to express his best thanks to Prof. K . Bancr- 
jec for his keen interest in the work, to Prof. A . Mookerjec for helpful discus­
sions and to Mr. L . J . D. Fernando, Government Miuciologist at Ceylon for his 
kind present of some of the molybdenite crystals with wliich the measurements 
described in this paper were made.
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